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Detection of low-contrast Gabor patches (GPs) is improved when flanked by collinear GPs, whereas suppression is
observed for high-contrast GPs. The facilitation resembles the principles of Gestalt theory of perceptual organization. We
propose a model for contour integration in the context of noise that incorporates a temporal element into this spatial
architecture. The basic principles are (1) the response increases with increasing contrast, whereas the latency decreases;
(2) activity-dependent interactions: facilitation for low and suppression for high activity; (3) the variance increases with
contrast for responses, rates, and latency; and (4) inhibition has a shorter time constant than excitation. When a texture of
randomly oriented GPs is presented, the response to every element decreases due to fast inhibition between the
neighboring elements, shifting the activity toward the range of collinear facilitation. Next, the slower excitation induces
selective facilitation along the contour elements. Consequently, the response to the contour increases, whereas the
variance of the rate and latency decreases, providing better temporal correlation between the contour elements. Thus,
collinear facilitation increases the saliency of contours. Our model may suggest a solution to the binding problem by
bridging between the temporal and spatial aspects of lateral interactions that determine the encoding of perceptual
grouping.
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Introduction

Grouping of small stimuli presented in the visual field
into global objects is an important question that is under
intensive investigation in contemporary neuroscience.
Many studies have found principles that may reveal the
roles of perceptual organization. These principles resem-
ble the principles of the Gestalt theory of perception: the
visual system groups features together based on similarity,
proximity, smoothness, closure, common region, and
connectedness (Koffka, 1935; for a review, see Rock &
Palmer, 1990; Spillmann, 1997). According to these
principles, the organization and the relationships between
the local retinal inputs are the parameters that may
determine the observer’s performance in grouping global
images.
Contour integration is a case of a grouping task. Many

studies have attempted to understand the principles in
which local features of the elements comprising the
contour influence its detection. When the orientation
between the two neighboring elements changes smoothly,
the perception of continuity is produced. When several
smoothly changed elements are arranged together, they

may be perceived as a contour. However, similarity and
smoothness alone may not be enough: similar elements
arranged along the orthogonal axis to their local orienta-
tion may fail to form an easily detectable contour even if
their local orientations are the same (Field, Hayes, &
Hess, 1993; Polat & Sagi, 1993, 1994). It was found that
the critical requirement for contour integration is the
collinearity (smoothness, good continuation), i.e., the
arrangement of the local elements along their local
orientation (Kovács, 1996; Pettet, McKee, & Grzywacz,
1998). Other parameters may affect the detection of
contours: the distance between the elements comprising
the contour (proximity, closely arranged elements are
better than far elements) and closed vs. open contour
(Kovács, 1996; Kovács & Julesz, 1993). Taken together,
integration of contours may be dependent on a combina-
tion of the local parameters of each element and the
relationships between multiple elements. The weighting of
each parameter may be not constant, but the overall
combination of them may determine whether the contours
are detected. Thus, sometimes one of the features may
deviate from the basic rules, yet the combination of the
other features may be strong enough for correct contour
detection.
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It is still not clear how neurons in the visual system
transform the principles of perceptual organization into
neuronal code. It is well known that the response of
individual neurons increases with increasing stimulus
contrast (Albrecht, Geisler, Frazor, & Crane, 2002;
Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982). The contrast response
function (CRF) of neurons is generally described as a
sigmoid non-linearity that accelerates for small contrasts
and is saturated at high contrasts. It is also known that the
response of neurons is maximal for the optimal orienta-
tion. However, many studies have shown that contour can
be detected even when it is induced by collinearity of
elements that are presented within noise of otherwise
similar elements (Bonneh & Sagi, 1998; Field et al., 1993;
Kovács, 2000; Kovács & Julesz, 1993; Pettet et al., 1998).
Since the contrast of all the elements comprising both the
contour and the background is the same, the output of the
neurons responding to both contour and background
should be the same. If so, the output of the individual
neurons may not be sufficient to account for the observed
grouping in contour integration.
Two general solutions to the binding problem were

proposed (for a review, see Averbeck, Latham, & Pouget,
2006; Engel, Fries, & Singer, 2001). One is based on the
spike rate of the neurons, assuming that neurons respond-
ing to contour should have a similar spike rate. As
mentioned above, according to this approach, the spike
rate of the neurons responding to the contour and back-
ground should be similar; thus, no differential information
is carried in the spike rate per se. The second is by
temporal correlation (synchronization) between responses
of neurons responding to the contour. Although Usher and
Donnely (1998) showed that binding is due to a global
mechanism of grouping caused by temporal correlation of
neural activation, the matter is still under debate (e.g.,
Dakin & Bex, 2002).
Accumulating evidence indicates that the contrast

response is determined not only by the local stimulus
parameters but is also modulated by the lateral interac-
tions in the visual cortex. The contrast threshold and the
response function of the neurons in the primary visual
cortex are context dependent and can be modulated by
remote image parts. The effects of context modulation,
which may enable grouping of local elements into a global
percept (Gestalt), was shown in psychophysical (Bonneh
& Sagi, 1998; Herzog & Fahle, 2002; Kovács, 1996;
Polat, 1999; Polat & Sagi, 1993, 1994) and physiological
studies (Bauer & Heinze, 2002; Chavane et al., 2000;
Kapadia, Ito, Gilbert, & Westheimer, 1995; Kapadia,
Westheimer, & Gilbert, 2000; Levitt & Lund, 1997; Li &
Gilbert, 2002; Mandon & Kreiter, 2005; Mizobe, Polat,
Pettet, & Kasamatsu, 2001; Polat & Norcia, 1996;
Schmidt, Goebel, Löwel, & Singer, 1997; Sengpiel,
Baddeley, Freeman, Harrad, & Blakemore, 1998; Sillito,
Grieve, Jones, Cudeiro, & Davis, 1995; Sugita, 1999, for a
review, see Seriès, Lorenceau, & Frégnac, 2003). These
studies clearly show that the neural representation of the

target is modulated with regard to the surround stimuli. It
is also apparent from these studies that the effect of
center-surround is complex; it is mostly suppressive but
may also be facilitative in some spatial-temporal combi-
nations. The nature (either facilitation or suppression) and
the strength of the context effect are determined by several
parameters such as proximity, similarity, contrast, and
global configuration.
Many algorithms have been proposed based on the

available extensive physiological knowledge that incorpo-
rates the principle of integrating similar orientations along
collinear directions, especially in the last decade (Field &
Hayes, 2004). Every model incorporates a subset of
features that characterize the visual processing in V1 and
stimulus parameters that are of particular relevance for a
given model. For instance, a lateral summation model was
based on a network of lateral interactions that result in a
deterministic output followed by a decision stage that
utilizes probability summation over time and global
threshold mechanisms to handle global noise (Usher,
Bonneh, Sagi, & Herrmann, 1999). Other models also
rely on the cumulative effect of local interactions over
time (Li, 1998; Pettet et al., 1998) or on a combination of
excitatory interactions with temporal synchronicity (Yen
& Finkel, 1998). However, whereas Li (1998) has
suggested how contour integration may be accomplished
in V1 using the known elements of V1 with an optional
add-on of a selective feedback mechanism from higher
visual areas, Yen and Finkel (1998) conceived a cortical-
based model for detecting contours embedded in noise. It
is based on horizontal intra-cortical connections in V1-
mediating context-dependent interactions and results in
temporal synchronization. Another type of model postu-
lated theorizes that contour integration may critically
depend on the possible ability of the strength of local
interactions to rapidly and selectively adapt to the local
stimulus configuration (Braun, Niebur, Schuster, & Koch,
1994b). A new model of contour extraction in V1 was
recently suggested (Ursino & La Cara, 2004). It differs
from previous models since it incorporates four main
mechanisms, according to recent physiological data: a
feed-forward input from the LGN, an inhibitory feed-
forward input, an excitatory cortical feedback, and a long-
range feedback inhibition. The model extracts correct
contours within acceptable time frames from image
presentation (30–40 ms) and supports the notion that
contour extraction is one the primary steps of visual
processing, and that local processing in V1 is able to solve
this task even under difficult conditions, without the
participation of higher visual centers.
It was suggested earlier that there is an asymmetry

between inhibition and excitation: whereas excitation
develops slowly and is sustained, lagging behind the
stimulus both at the onset and offset, inhibition is rapid
and transient, following the onset and offset of the
stimulus more precisely (Polat & Sagi, 2006; Polat,
Sterkin, & Yehezkel, 2007). This suggestion is supported
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by the relatively slow time scale that characterizes lateral
interactions (Bringuier, Chavane, Glaeser, & Frégnac,
1999; Grinvald, Lieke, Frostig, & Hildesheim, 1994;
Seriès et al., 2003) and strong, transient, and fast
inhibition (Bair, Cavanaugh, & Movshon, 2003; Borg-
Graham, Monier, & Frégnac, 1998).
Based on the experimental findings described above, here

we present a model emphasizing four fundamental features
of the neuronal response:

1. the response increases with increasing contrast,
whereas the latency decreases;

2. activity-dependent interactions: facilitation for low
and suppression for high activity;

3. the variance increases with contrast for responses,
rates, and latency; and

4. inhibition has a shorter time constant than excitation.

Methods

Stimuli

Neuronal responses to three types of stimuli are
considered. The first is a single central Gabor patch (target
GP), presented on a mean luminance background. The
contrast is gradually increased from 1% to 100%; response
amplitude and latency are the parameters of interest. In the
second, two collinear GPs are added above and below the
target GP (flanker GPs) with a spatial separation of
3 wavelenghts (1), outside the classical receptive field of
the neuron responding to the target GP (Polat, Mizobe,
Pettet, Kasamatsu, & Norcia, 1998). The contrast of
the flankers was constantly high (50%); otherwise, the
flankers were identical to the target GP. The third is the
case of contour integration: a texture of GPs, all the same
contrast, equal spacing, random orientations (random
noise), except for a path with the contour (see below).

Contrast response function

A typical neuronal contrast response function (CRF)
was constructed using the Naka–Rushton equation that
was earlier shown to provide the best fit to the measured
responses of neurons in striate cortex of cats and monkeys
(Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982):

R ¼ Rmax � cn

cn þ cn50
; ð1Þ

where R refers to response, Rmax refers to the maximum
response rate, c50 refers to the semisaturation contrast (the
contrast required to produce 50% of the cell’s maximum
response), and n, the exponent, refers to the rate at which

the changes occur. The parameters were set according to
the measured values reported in the same study (Albrecht
& Hamilton, 1982): n = 3, c50 = 40, Rmax = 100 (i.e., max
response is 100%). For the condition of collinear
modulation, the parameters were set according to the
measured values reported in the cat’s striate visual cortex
(Polat et al., 1998): n = 2, c50 = 25, Rmax = 70% (due to
inhibition for high contrast GPs by collinear flankers).
To calculate the variance of the response we used the

equation:

V ¼ b� Rm; ð2Þ
where V refers to variance, R refers to response, m was set
to 1, and b was set to 1.26 for a single GP condition and to
1.08 for the collinear modulation condition, according to
the experimental data (Kasamatsu, Polat, Pettet, & Norcia,
2001; Polat et al., 1998). The decrease of variance
following collinear modulation was included as an addi-
tional coefficient of a 2-fold decrease, compared with the
variance of the response to the target GP for facilitation
and a 2-fold increase for suppression (Kasamatsu et al.,
2001; Polat et al., 1998).

Vcollinear ¼ 1

2
� b� Rm: ð3Þ

Contrast latency function

Typical neuronal contrast latency function was con-
structed using the inverted Naka–Rushton equation that
was earlier shown to provide the best fit to the measured
response latencies of neurons in striate cortex of cats and
monkeys (Albrecht et al., 2002):

L ¼ Lmax j Lshift � cn

cn þ cn50
ð4Þ

where Lmax is the maximum latency to the peak of the
response at the lowest contrast, Lshift is the maximum
possible shift (decrease) in latency, n is the latency shift
exponent, c50 is the latency shift half-saturation, and c is
contrast. It has been demonstrated that this function
provides a good fit to the contrast-induced latency shifts
(Albrecht, 1995; Albrecht et al., 2002). The parameters
were set according to the measured values reported in
(Albrecht et al., 2002): n = 1.8, c50 = 24.6 Lmax = 121,
Lshift = 65.3. For the condition of collinear modulation, the
parameters were set using a lookup table that directly
related response to latency. The variance of the response
latency was derived from the variance of the response
rate, using the same lookup table.

Contour integration

For the contour integration case, we consider a texture
of GPs of the same contrast, spatial frequency, and with
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equal spacing (31). All GPs are randomly orientated,
except for a subset of elements whose orientation is
arranged along a contour. As a result, a contour is
embedded in a random noise.
It was shown earlier that maximal facilitation is found

for collinear GPs (Polat & Sagi, 1994). Because facili-
tation is separation-dependent, 31 was chosen as the
spacing producing maximal facilitation (Polat & Sagi,
1993). The model computes the collinearity of each pair
of GPs in the texture. Since the GPs are placed in an
evenly-spaced matrix, each GP has 8 neighbors and 4
possible directions for collinearity (vertical, horizontal,
and two oblique). The local orientation of each GP defines
which direction of collinearity will be checked (GP is
considered vertical, if its orientation deviates from the
vertical direction by no more than 23 degrees; the rules for
horizontal and oblique orientations are defined accord-
ingly). For example, top and bottom neighbors of the
middle GP in Figure 1A are checked for collinearity, since
its local orientation is vertical (the middle GP and the two
neighboring GPs are denoted by an ellipse). In another
case, the local orientation of the middle GP is oblique

(Figure 1B); therefore, only the two neighbors along the
corresponding oblique direction are checked for collinear-
ity (denoted by an ellipse). Thus, only directions in which
global orientation matches the local orientation are
considered, because only in this case collinearity is
possible, and thus collinear facilitation may occur.
Next, the rule for collinearity is applied: if the differ-

ence in orientation between the two analyzed neighboring
GPs is less than 20 deg, they are considered collinear.
Thus, the saliency of these two GPs is increased by 1
arbitrary level. This represents collinear facilitation of
response.
This set of rules is applied in repeated steps in order to

simulate consecutive iterations (or samplings) that are
accumulated throughout the presentation of a visual
stimulus. The orientation of the GPs that are part of the
contour remains static, whereas the orientations of all
other GPs randomly change in each iteration, in order to
simulate the different noise patterns in each display of a
real behavioral experiment. For instance, Kovács, Polat,
Pennefather, Chandna, and Norcia (2000) used a different
noise pattern of GPs in each of the tree displays, whereas
the observers’ task was to determine whether a closed
contour was located on the left third, right third, or center
third. It was also argued earlier that facilitation is
sustained compared with fast inhibition (e.g., Polat &
Sagi, 2006). It was shown that in monkey V1 the collinear
facilitation associated with contour saliency developed
much later than the background-induced inhibition (Li,
Piech, & Gilbert, 2006). Therefore, iterative computation
simulates the propagation of lateral interactions that
induce collinear facilitation along the contour and con-
tribute to its saliency in noise. The response of any two
collinear GPs within the contour is increased with a 100%
chance in each iteration, whereas the response of any two
GPs in the background is increased with a much lower
probability (by chance). Thus, with each iteration, the
contour becomes increasingly salient. The facilitation gain
in response to collinear GPs is accumulated upon consec-
utive iterations and eventually provides an adequate
estimation of the contour path. The results of the iterations
are summed up. We present a total of 30 iterations.
Iterations are also referred to in the literature as “time-

step” (Braun, 1999) or “gist” (Joubert, Rousselet, Fize, &
Fabre-Thorpe, 2007). It was argued earlier that presenta-
tion time is an important constraint for models in which
contour salience results from an iterative computation,
suggesting approximately 30 ms per time-step (Braun,
Niebur, Schuster, & Koch, 1994a). Although this is far
more that is needed for synaptic transmission, which is all
that is postulated by some models of contour salience (Li,
1998; Pettet et al., 1998), it is just barely enough for
establishing temporal synchronicity (Yen & Finkel, 1998),
or for triggering NMDA-mediated plasticity (Braun et al.,
1994a). The benefit of contour detection from longer
durations of presentation was reported. Although detection
was possible even for 80-ms durations (Polat & Bonneh,

Figure 1. Matching global and local orientations: two examples.
(A) A case of collinearity along the vertical direction. (B) A case of
collinearity along the oblique direction.
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2000), it deteriorated with the decrease of the presentation
duration, which was directly compared by Field and
colleagues (1993). In fact, it was much noisier for 250
than for 1000-ms durations. Moreover, a gist of a scene
could be extracted with high accuracy (94% correct or
more) from images that are flashed for about 20 ms by
human observers (Delorme, Richard, & Fabre-Thorpe,
2000; Fabre-Thorpe, Delorme, Marlot, & Thorpe, 2001;
Fabre-Thorpe, Richard, & Thorpe, 1998; Joubert et al.,
2007; Rousselet, Macé, & Fabre-Thorpe, 2003; Thorpe,
Fize, & Marlot, 1996; VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001). In our
model, each iteration may represent a successive gist
extraction, provided by longer presentation times that are
typically allowed in the contour integration studies.
Divisive cross-orientation, contrast-dependent normal-

ization of the response to a stimulus embedded in a noise,
composed of randomly oriented stimuli, was included in
the model as a scaling parameter k. k defines the
normalization; k was set to 2 (for a detailed analysis of
the quantitative dependence of normalization on contrast,
see Heuer & Britten, 2002; for dependence of the
suppression effect on contrast and k, see Chen, Kasamatsu,
Polat, & Norcia, 2001; Kasamatsu et al., 2001; Sengpiel
et al., 1998).

Rnormalized ¼ Rmax � cn

k � ðcn þ cn50Þ
: ð5Þ

Histograms

All histograms represent distributions of 100 iterations,
divided in 20 bins for presentation. Each histogram was
normalized to its total data count. Thus, the size of each
bin represents a fraction of the data (in %, a total
histogram sum equals 100). All histograms were fitted
by a Gaussian function.

Results

It was previously shown that neuronal response is
linearly related to the contrast of the stimulus for neurons
in cat and monkey primary visual cortex (Albrecht &
Hamilton, 1982); for a recent review, see (Albright &
Stoner, 2002). The typical neuronal contrast response
function (CRF) is best fitted by the Naka–Rushton
equation (see Methods).
It was shown earlier that context may change the shape

of the contrast response function depending on the
spatial configuration of the stimulus (Chen et al., 2001;
Kasamatsu et al., 2001; Mizobe et al., 2001; Polat et al.,
1998; Sengpiel et al., 1998). Under conditions when the
receptive field and the surrounds are stimulated by

cross-orientation stimulus, the receptive field’s response
is suppressed by the surround in such a way that the
CRF was shifted rightward (Sengpiel et al., 1998). This
rightward shift is usually attributed to response normal-
ization (Heeger, 1992; Sengpiel et al., 1998). However,
under collinear interactions or iso-orientation configura-
tions (Chen et al., 2001; Kasamatsu et al., 2001; Mizobe
et al., 2001; Polat et al., 1998; Sengpiel et al., 1998), a
change of the slope was observed. This change in the
slope occurred as a result of increasing the contrast
response near threshold (facilitation) and decreasing the
response at higher contrast (suppression). It has been
shown (Chen et al., 2001; Kasamatsu et al., 2001; Mizobe
et al., 2001; Polat et al., 1998) that collinear interactions
facilitate the response when the contrast is up to about
twice the target’s contrast threshold. The suppression
dominated at contrasts that are above 8-fold the contrast
threshold. Note that low and high contrast is a way to
activate the neurons, and low and high contrasts are
considered as low and high LGN activity (Polat, 1999;
Stemmler, Usher, & Niebur, 1995).
Figure 2 shows the response of the neuron for a single

central GP (red) and under collinear modulation (blue) as
a function of increasing contrast of the central GP.
Facilitation occurs for lower contrasts (near contrast

Figure 2. Contrast response function. Responses for a single
central GP (red) and GP under collinear modulation (blue) as a
function of contrast of the central GP are plotted on semi-log
coordinates. The point of no modulation at the intercept of the two
curves (cross-over, at 40% contrast) is denoted by a red arrow.
The variance of response to a target GP is plotted with red dots
and to target GP with collinear modulation with blue dots.
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detection threshold) and suppression occurs at higher
contrasts. The point of no modulation at the intercept of
the two curves (cross-over) is observed at 40% contrast
and is denoted by a red arrow.
The response of neurons in the retina and the lateral

geniculate nucleus (LGN) is highly variable (noisy):
repetitions of a constant stimulus may evoke a very
different number of spikes. Thus, the input to the cortical
neurons (EPSIs) is variable. A nearly constant ratio
between the mean response and the mean variance was
found under a variety of experimental conditions, suggest-
ing that this is an innate property of these neurons (Geisler
& Albrecht, 1995; Kasamatsu et al., 2001; Tolhurst,
Movshon, & Dean, 1983).
Figure 2 shows that the response variance is linearly

related to the response mean. The variance of response to
a target GP (red dots) and to target GP with collinear
modulation (blue dots) was calculated according to the
experimental data (Kasamatsu et al., 2001; Polat et al.,
1998). Figure 3 presents the response distribution for three
contrastsVbelow the cross-over (10%), at the cross-over
(40%), and above the cross-over (80%) for the two
conditionsVthe single GP (red) and GP with collinear
modulation (blue). As can be seen, the response is very
variable even for the single GP. There is a large difference
in the distribution of the responses around the mean
observed for 100 iterations, which is lowest for 10%
contrast and is dramatically increased toward 80% con-
trast. As a result of collinear modulation, the distribution
is affected even though the mean response may be very

similar (1.29 for the single GP vs. 1.39 for GP with
flankers at 10% contrast, 45.07 vs. 45.73 at 40% contrast
and 87.78 vs. 101.69 at 80% contrast), and there is a large
difference in the distribution of the responses around the
mean observed for 100 iterations. Although the distribu-
tion is much narrowed by collinear modulation at lower
contrast (STD of 1.83 for the single GP vs. 0.93 for GP
with flankers at 10% contrast), consistent with facilitation,
it was not affected at the cross-over contrast (STD of
61.59 vs. 60.28 at 40% contrast), as predicted by no
modulation, and it became wider at the contrast above the
cross-over (111.74 vs. 194.65 at 80% contrast), consistent
with suppression. Thus, the distribution of the mean is
smaller in the collinear facilitatory interactions.
An inverted relation between response latency and

stimulus contrast was reported earlier for neurons in cat
and monkey primary visual cortex (Albrecht et al., 2002)
(Figure 3, red). Because there is large variance in the
response amplitude to any given contrast, the latency is
also variable, an effect that is derived from the distribution
of the response (red dots).
To the best of our knowledge, there is no study that

directly showed neuronal response latencies for a central
GP with context modulation. Thus, here the latencies of
the responses for a GP within collinear flankers are
derived from the response function. A lookup table of
the shift in latency that corresponds to the modulation of
the response amplitude for each contrast was prepared.
According to this table, latency as a function of contrast
was plotted in Figure 4 (blue). Because the response for
any given contrast is variable, there is a compatible
distribution of the latencies for each contrast (blue dots).
Moreover, we assume that, like in the case of the response
amplitude, collinear facilitation decreases the variance, as
compared to the distribution of response latencies for a
single GP, by a factor of 2.
If we consider a contrast of 10%, which is below the

cross-over and is facilitated by the collinear flankers, we
can see that collinear modulation (blue) shortens the
mean latency as compared to a single GP (red) (mean of
110.06 ms for the single GP vs. 95.71 ms for GP with
flankers) but also dramatically narrows the distribution
(STD of 4.84 ms for the single GP vs. 1.70 ms for GP with
flankers) (Figure 5A). This is consistent with the exper-
imental results that showed the reduction of variance
following collinear facilitation (Kasamatsu et al., 2001).
Based on the results above, we can assume that collinear
modulation of the response latency may provide the
grounds for synchronization between elements of a
contour. For example, consider a case of two GPs in a
contour that activate neurons with no overlapping of the
receptive fields. The differences between the latencies
(i.e., the delta latency) to the same contrast of 10% across
multiple iterations will be considerably smaller for col-
linear elements than for non-collinear, as demonstrated in
Figure 5B. Thus, we can conclude that the lower variance
in the response latencies provides a much better temporal

Figure 3. Collinear modulation of response. Histogram of
response distribution for three contrasts: (A) below the cross-over
(10%), (B) at the cross-over (40%), and (C) above the cross-over
(80%) for the two conditionsVthe single GP (red) and GP with
collinear modulation (blue).
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correlation between GPs that are subject to collinear
modulation.
Our basic assumption is that inhibition is faster (i.e., has

a shorter time constant) than excitation, based on real
findings (Bair et al., 2003; Borg-Graham et al., 1998).
Thus, when a texture of evenly spaced GPs of the same
high contrast and random orientations is presented, the
first stage in contour detection is inhibition. The CRF for
every GP in the texture is shifted rightward (Figure 6A,
green) whereas response distribution remains unchanged.
Such suppression of responses within random noise was
observed earlier and termed normalization (Heeger, 1992;
Sengpiel et al., 1998). Evidence for normalization is seen
in striate and extrastriate cortex from experiments where
multiple stimuli are presented with a single receptive field.
Neuronal responses in such experiments are smaller than
that predicted by linear summation, revealing the presence
of normalization.
It was recently shown that response is summed

approximately linearly when contrast was low, but it
rapidly becomes normalized as stimulus contrast is
increased (Heuer & Britten, 2002). Moreover, responses
recorded from monkey V1 (Li et al., 2006) support the
notion that embedding a target in a complex environment
leads to a shift toward a dominance of facilitation in
collinear interactions, equivalent to the effect of a
reduction in contrast (Kapadia, Westheimer, & Gilbert,
1999; Polat & Bonneh, 2000).

As was presented in Figure 2, the contrast at which the
collinear modulation effect is reversed from facilitation to
suppression is 40% (the cross-over, red arrow in both
Figures 2 and 6A).
Figure 7A presents a demonstration of a contour

consisting of local GPs (target) embedded in a similar
background of GPs (noise). The only difference between
GPs is their local orientation. When the orientation
between the two neighboring elements changes smoothly
(30 deg or less), it may enhance the perception of a
contour. Several elements with smoothly changed orien-
tation, arranged together, may form a contour. If we
consider a texture of GPs at a constant contrast of 50%,
we predict that an initial response that is evenly sup-
pressed will be observed (Figure 6A). Therefore, for 3
sample contrastVbelow the crossover (30%), at the cross-
over (40%), and above the cross-over (70%) (Figure 6B),
when presented in a texture of randomly oriented GPs,
the evoked response is reduced to the level that is
below the cross-over, i.e., to the range of facilitation. Thus,
in the second stage, the delayed facilitation increases the
responses to the GPs that are defined as collinear by the
model’s assumptions, whereas the responses to the noise
GPs remains suppressed.
We show that upon consecutive iterations the signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) is dramatically improved (Figure 7B).
The response to the contour elements is considerably

Figure 5. Collinear facilitation of response latency. An example of
contrast of 10% (below the cross-over, i.e., in the range of
facilitation) is presented. (A) Histogram of latency distribution is
plotted for collinear modulation (blue) and a single GP (red).
(B) Histogram of distribution of the delta latencies is plotted for
a case of two GPs in a contour with either collinear (blue) or
non-collinear (red) orientation.

Figure 4. Contrast latency function. Response latency for a single
central GP (red) and GP under collinear modulation (blue) as a
function of contrast of the central GP are plotted on semi-log
coordinates. The variance of response latency to a target GP is
plotted with red dots and to target GP with collinear modulation
with blue dots.
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higher than to noise and the contour is easily detected
already by the third iteration, when compared to the 6th
and 30th (Figures 8A–8D). In summary, neurons that
respond to background elements will be suppressed by the
network, whereas the response of the neurons responding
to collinear elements of the contour will be amplified and
eventually form the percept of a continuous contour.

Figure 7. Contour integration in noise. (A) A demonstration of a
contour consisting of local GPs (target) embedded in a similar
background of GPs (noise). The path with the contour is defined
by collinearity, i.e., by smooth change of orientation between each
two neighboring elements (30 deg or less). (B) Signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) as a function of iteration.

Figure 8. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as a function of iteration.
Response to a contour embedded in a noise background in the
(A)1st , (B) 3rd , (C) 6th, and (D)30th iteration. SNR is specified for
each panel.

Figure 6. Contrast response function before and after normal-
ization. (A) Responses for a single central GP (red) and GP after
normalization by random noise (green) are plotted on semi-log
coordinates. The point of collinear modulation cross-over (at 40%
contrast) is denoted by a red arrow, as in Figure 1. The variance
of response to a target GP is plotted with red dots and in green
dots to target GP after normalization. (B) The same CRFs as in A
are presented without the variance. The vertical arrows illustrate
the effect of normalization for 3 sample contrastVbelow the
crossover (30%, green arrow), at the cross-over (40%, brown
arrow), and above the cross-over (70%, blue arrow).
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Discussion

The main effect that has been shown in this study is that
contour saliency is increased due to an increase of the
response similarity between the contour elements in both
the rate and temporal code. This effect is achieved
because the response to each element in a contour is
determined by the pooled facilitative and suppressive
inputs from the elements comprising the smooth contour
and the randomly oriented background elements, respec-
tively. We showed that the response to each element alone
is initially reduced (suppression) when it was embedded in
a background of randomly oriented elements and that the
response is then facilitated by collinear elements, even at
the higher contrast levels. Thus, contour detection should
be considered in terms of neuronal network but not on the
basis of the output level of individual neurons responding
to the discrete contour elements.
These results, in addition to those reported previously,

clearly show that representation of contrast occurs in a
spatially distributed fashion. Several computational mod-
els (e.g., Adini, Sagi, & Tsodyks, 1997; Stemmler et al.,
1995; Yen & Finkel, 1998) have suggested a similar
concept. Considering our network approach, it is more
likely that the effect of collinear facilitation is to reduce the
suppressive effect induced by the background. In other
words, the delayed excitation between the collinear
elements overcomes the fast inhibitory inputs from the
background elements, thus increasing the contour saliency.
It is argued (Hess, Dakin, & Field, 1998) based on the

results of Tolhurst (1989) that since the mean response
and contrast are closely related, collinear facilitation at
contrast of detection threshold cannot explain contour
integration at supra-threshold contrasts. However, here we
show that the output of an individual neuron is a
conjunction of the response to the stimulus contrast and
the modulatory effects of the lateral interactions. Thus, the
neuronal output cannot be predicted solely from the target
stimulus parameters. Our results here are consistent with
the experimental data of Polat and Bonneh (2000).
Note that the perceived contrast of the target should not

necessarily be changed due to the antagonistic effects of
facilitation or suppression (Hess et al., 1998). It is possible
that perceived contrast is based on the input level (first
order) of the visual processing before the stage of
contextual modulations (second order) where the contour
integration may take place. Therefore, perception of
global objects may be processed by the pattern of network
activity of the neurons, each responding to the local
feature of the image. The model predicts that this second-
stage process may operate by correlating and matching
the response activity of the neurons belonging to the
same global pattern. Similarity in response is a new
demonstration of the Gestalt similarity rule.
An important novel feature of this study is that the

temporal response of the contour elements becomes less

variable. As a result, the temporal correlation between the
GPs within the contour elements is increased and reduced
to within less than 3 ms (e.g., Gray, König, Engel, &
Singer, 1989), a range that is found between synchronized
neurons. Thus, the effect of collinear facilitation increases
the similarity in both the rate and timing of responses
between the contour elements. Support for this comes
from the finding that the response of individual neurons in
the cat primary visual cortex becomes more reliable (less
variable and with a higher signal-to-noise ratio) due to
collinear facilitation (Kasamatsu et al., 2001), and that
phase lead has also been found in humans in conjunction
with collinear facilitation (Polat & Norcia, 1996).
Although multiple parameters have been reported to

affect contour integration in noise, such as uneven spacing
between elements of contour and noise and contour
closure (e.g., Braun, 1999; Kovács, 2000; Kovács &
Julesz, 1993; Pettet et al., 1998; Yen & Finkel, 1998), in
this study we considered only the elementary case of
equal spacing between elements in the texture in order to
reduce the number of parameters of the model and thus
make a clear demonstration of the collinear facilitation
effect on contour detection. However, the advantage of the
current model is the combination of both the spatial and
the temporal coding of contrast representation. It is
probable that adding the other parameters with affect the
performance of the model in a way similar to the effect on
the performance of the observers in a real experiment.
Usually, studies of contour integration allow enough

viewing time to achieve a satisfactory contour perception,
using either static or a 1-sec-long presentation (Hess &
Dakin, 1997; Kovács, 1996). Therefore, our model is
realistic: each iteration represents an additional sampling
of the visual stimulus within the allowed viewing time,
thus allowing a reliable contour detection.
We have shown earlier that perceptual detection is

completed in 100 ms and less (Polat et al., 2007).
Moreover, it was shown that the critical duration for
contour integration with collinear elements is performed
in around 100 ms (Hess, Beaudot, & Mullen, 2001). The
SNR in our model is sufficient for contour detection
already by the third iteration which is within the usually
used viewing time in contour integration experiments.

Conclusions

Taken together, the output of an individual neuron is not
linearly related to the stimulus parameters and is highly
susceptible to context modulations. Thus, even if the input
contrast of an individual Gabor patch embedded in the
contour is different from the others, the output of the
neuron responding to it may be similar and become more
reliable. Thus, the output of the neurons responding to the
contour may share similar rates and temporal response
properties and therefore may be more salient.
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Theories on the neurophysiology of perceptual grouping
have provided two alternative solutions to the binding
problem: one is based on the spike rate of the neurons,
assuming that neurons responding to contour should have
a similar spike rate; the second is by temporal correlation
(synchronization) between neurons responding to the
contour. Our model may suggest a solution to the binding
problem by bridging between the two theories, thus
providing a link between the temporal and the spatial
features of lateral interactions that determine the encoding
of perceptual grouping.
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